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Every specific religion associates certain pilgrimage places that hold special meanings to it. The
followers of different religions visit these places with intentions not only for worship for also as tours.
The Buddhist religion in the current world is spreading at a fast pace that very well reflects by its
ever increasing number of followers. The pilgrimages associating Buddha concentrate upon
different regions of India. As such, the rapid wide spread of Buddhist religion has immensely
contributed to the number of followers visiting the Buddhist pilgrimage every year. These tours have
been today simplified with Buddhist travel packages provided by Buddhist tour packages tour
operator.

Lord Buddha was born in the southern Nepal and post experiencing a life of self-denial he attained
enlightenment through discipline and medication. After attaining the enlightenment Lord Buddha
went on preaching people the truth about life and facts that liberated them from the cycle of life and
death. His preachings were conducted primarily in India which later expanded onto East Asia,
Central Asia and Southeast Asia. Today the preachings of Lord Buddha have helped and is still
helping millions around the world under the truth of life thereby attaining enlightenment.

A large number of followers of this religion visit these Buddhist pilgrimages every year. The Buddhist
tour packages provides excellent Buddhist travel packages that help people visit these pilgrimages
in a convenient manner. These are specifically designed for Buddhist followers and also for those
interested in the same. These packages also target those specific countries that hold Buddhist
followers in large numbers. As such, they also provide special booking arrangements from countries
like Thailand, Korea, Japan and China. For the rest, the bookings are still easy while being an online
medium.

The Buddhist travel packages are primarily divided into 3 packages covering different specific
Buddhist pilgrimages. The first tour package features visits to Barabar and Duggasiri Hills that
spreads in locations of Vaishali, Patna, Agra and Delhi. The Second Package features tours
covering destinations of Varanasi, BodhGaya, Lucknow and Kapilvastu. And the third package
covers the rest of pilgrimages with tours to Ajanta Ellora caves. All these packages not only cover
the pilgrimages but they also provide enough time and special arrangements that help visitors in
having the most memorable experience within their desired preferences. Besides, there are also
special Buddhist packages that help visitors conduct their visits in a special manner.

So, if you relate Buddhist religion or are just an enthusiast then do consider visiting world famous
Buddhist pilgrimages with Buddhist travel packages. These provided under Buddhist tour packages
provide special arrangements for all visitors and help have a memorable times that does the same
as enlightenment.
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Buddhist tour packages online is a reputed organization of tour and travel in India, Nepal and
Thailand etc. We provide tour packages like a Buddhist Travel Packages and a Buddhist
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Pilgrimages for you and your family.
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